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The unit we will explore was
developed for Chicago Public
Schools
•

The unit consists of three interrelated lesson which propose:!

•

The spiraling nature of students’ development of understanding
and autonomy through a unit of study!

•

The indivisible nature of conceptual, analytical, and linguistic
development!

•

How to explore a theme at increasing levels of challenge and
complexity!

•

A three-part lesson architecture!

•

Three levels of scaffolding: macro, meso, and micro!
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Key Premise:
Disciplinary Practices
comprise

Conceptual
practices!
(central ideas in a
theme and their
interconnections)!

Analytical !
practices !
(literacies, comparison
of diverse points of
view, argumentation,
hypothetization, etc.)!

Linguistic!
practices!
(the purpose,
organization and
preferred language
uses of diverse types
of texts)!

Valdés, Kibler & Walqui, 2014!

The Units
Middle school: Journeys of transformation!
• Lesson 1: Everyday Transformations!
• Lesson 2: Mythological Journeys!
• Lesson 3: Children as Inspiration for Change!

High school: Power, protest and change!
• Lesson 1: Civil rights and protest!
• Lesson 2: Power of youth!
• Lesson 3: Argumentative writing!
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Our Pedagogy is Based on
Sociocultural Views of Learning
1. Development follows learning (therefore, instruction
precedes development)!
2. Participation in activity is central in the development of
knowledge!
3. Participation in activity progresses from apprenticeship to
appropriation, from the social to the individual plane!
4. Learning (conceptual, academic, linguistic) can be
observed as changes in participation over time!
Walqui & van Lier, 2010 !

From these perspectives,
English language learners and
all other students …
• Are perceived and treated as capable, legitimate

participants!
• Engage in intellectually demanding interactions that have

been deliberately crafted and scaffolded!
• Engage in high challenge, high support tasks that provide

them with multiple points of entry into the concepts, texts,
or tasks at hand!
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Pedagogical Scaffolding …
A much used but greatly misunderstood metaphor.!
The metaphor was initially created by Jerome
Bruner, based on the work Lev Vygotsky carried out
in the early 1930’s!
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Two Elements of Scaffolding
!!
A conventionalized,
ritual structure that is constant and
flexible!
An interactional process, jointly constructed moment to
moment!
• The structure facilitates the interaction, helps

every student to participate, and thus ripens their
potential.!

Scaffolding

Is a dynamic and situated act that is
responsive to a particular set of
circumstances in a particular
classroom context. It manifests
itself:!
• when teachers plan what to do
in a classroom with specific
students to ripen their potential!
• when they act contingently in a
class to support the
development of new skills or
understandings!
The goal of scaffolding is
learner autonomy!
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“Autonomy in an ecological
approach does not mean
independence or
individualism.... It means
having the authorship of one’s
actions, having the voice that
speaks one’s words, and being
emotionally connected to one’s
actions and speech...,within
one’s community of
practice” (van Lier, 2004, p. 8). !

The goal:
Autonomy

These
theoretical
and practical
perspectives
imply that
teachers…

•

Meet their students where they are!

•

Trace a deep and accelerated
developmental trajectory for them!

•

Provide a scaffolded road towards
the accomplishment of established
goals!

•

Accept errors during apprenticeship!

•

Understand the power of
heterogeneity: while students will not
all move at the same pace, they can
all advance in accelerated ways
through participating in the same
academic tasks!

•

Are observant and contingent!
Heritage, Walqui & Linquanti, 2015 !
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Macro-scaffolding: Spiraling growth of student
understanding and production

LESSON 1: Civil Rights and
Protest
LESSON 2 Power of Youth

LESSON 3: Argumentative Writing

Meso scaffolding: 3 Moments in a Lesson
PREPARING LEARNERS

Task 1

• Activate prior relevant knowledge
• Focus attention to concepts to be developed
• Introduce vocabulary in context. Builds the field

Task 2
Task 3

INTERACTING WITH TEXT
Task 4

TEXT

Task 5
Task 6

• Deconstruct text, focus on understanding on a chunk
• Reconnect chunk to whole text
• Establish connections between ideas within text

EXTENDING UNDERSTANDING
• Connect ideas learned to other ideas outside the text
• Apply newly gained knowledge to novel situations or problem-solving
• Create or recreate based on new understandings

Task 7
Task 8
Task 9

© WestEd, Quality teaching for English Learners, 2017
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Micro-scaffolding: Structure
and process in a task
An invitation for students to engage in activity with a
specific purpose. Tasks have:!
• Clear ways of beginning, proceeding, and ending!
• Names to evoke routines, the more transparent the

name, the easier to remember purpose or routine!
• Tasks are like steps in ballet. During a masterful

performance, they flow seamlessly!

Conceptual Stations Adaptation
Activist or Bystander?
• Reading on pp. 14-19!
• We will use Raphael’s Type of question/answer

relationship to read the text!
• Then we will work on Station Reflection on p. 28!
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Micro-scaffolding:
Task structure and process
An invitation for students to engage in activity with a
specific purpose. Tasks have:!
• Clear ways of beginning, proceeding, and ending!
• Names to evoke routines, the more transparent the

name, the easier to remember purpose or routine!
• Tasks are like steps in ballet. During a masterful

performance, they flow seamlessly!

In this lesson students are
invited to …
• Read a biography of Malala, a teenager who

became a human rights activist after she was
shot by the Taliban for going to school.!
• Read the speech Malala gave to the United

Nations.!
• Participate in a Vocabulary Review Jigsaw (on

Wednesday) !
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Partner Read Aloud
• First, you will read Malala’s biography aloud

with a partner (Handout #7: Malala Yousafzai).!
• There are four Focus Questions (Handout #8).!
• You will read one paragraph at a time,

annotate, and discuss the gist with your
partner. Do not fill out the matrix yet.!
• Take turns reading the paragraphs aloud to

each other. !

Re-Read with Matrix
!
• You and your partner will work together to answer

the 4 focus questions on the handout.!
• Re-read as necessary.!
• Write your responses in your matrix (Handout #8)!
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Small Group Round Robin
• Share your responses in a Round Robin at your table.!
• Begin with the first row. One person will read the

question aloud, and then everyone in the group will
offer ONE piece of information from the text in a Round
Robin (no discussion and no interrupting).!
• Continue taking turns until everyone has read one

question and everyone has added their ideas.!

Reading the Speech
Focus Questions
• Now that you have learned about Malala, her life, and

what led her to become an activist, you will read the
speech she gave to the United Nations.!
• You will focus on the following 3 questions:!
• What authority does Malala have to give a

speech to the United Nations about human
rights advocacy?!
• What is the purpose of Malala’s speech?!
• What questions do you have?!
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Reading in 4 Voices
• You will read the speech aloud in 4 voices in your

groups; each person will read their assigned font
only.!
• The font will alert you when it is your time to read.!

Round Robin
Share in a round robin your ideas to the questions you
focused on:!
1. What authority does Malala have to give a

speech to the United Nations about human
rights advocacy?!
2. What is the purpose of Malala’s speech?!
3. What questions do you have?!

You will do 3 Round Robins, one for each question!
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Vocabulary Review Jigsaw
• We will review the vocabulary you learned and

experienced in the readings these past few days.!
• In your groups of four, each person will receive a

card with one clue on it. You must each read the
clues and figure out together what the word is. !
!

1.!
2.!
3.!
4.!

Step 1:
Write 1-13
on a piece
of paper

5.!
6.!
7.!
8.!
9.!
10.!
11.!
12.!
13!
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I will explain how the tasks works
using NUMBER 13 as an example
• Student A: The word starts with the letter M!
• Student B: This word has 3 syllables!
• Student C: The last letter of the word is A!
• Student D: This person is a teenage girl who

bravely spoke out against her oppressors and
fought for her freedom, and for the freedom of
every child in the world.!

The answer
is…

MALALA
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Each person will have 3 turns
with each card
• Student A always begins.!
• Student A will choose ANY number 1-12.!
• Student A will announce which number they have chosen,
•
•
•
•

and everyone will circle that number on their paper. !
Student A will read the clue for the number they selected.!
Students B, C, and D will read their clues. !
Everyone can guess the answer, after Student D has read
the last clue.!
After 3 turns, rotate the cards to the RIGHT and continue.!

• You will work in your groups

Blog Entry

to write a blog entry,
revisiting the concepts you
learned about in the jigsaw
reading.!
• Choose a concept and write

a blog entry, discussing how
that concept plays a part in
American society. !
• Use Yoani’s blog as a model.!
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The biggest shift

Teaching

Offering students
quality opportunities
to learn
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Grade: Nine
Unit:
Power, Protest, and Change
Lesson: Power of Youth

POWER OF YOUTH
Lesson Introduction
In this lesson, students read and analyze complex texts in multiple genres to deepen and extend their understanding
of the central ideas and themes introduced in Lesson 1, with a particular focus on youth advocacy and contemporary
media. Students analyze how the purpose, themes, central ideas, and uses of language of different genres shape
representations of and perspectives about the struggle for equality and civil rights. This exemplar uses excerpts from
youth advocate Malala Yousafzai’s biography and her UN speech to illustrates the role of tone, claim and counterclaim
in argumentative writing. Students will also engage in close reading of articles, blogs, social media, videos, editorials,
and song lyrics, deepening their conceptual, analytical, and language practices central to the discipline of English
language arts.

Cluster of Interrelated Standards Addressed in Lesson 2
Common Core State Standards in ELA
Z

9. RI. 2. Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including
how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text.

Z

9.RI.6. Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how an author uses rhetoric to
advance that point of view or purpose.

Z

9.RL.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and
connotative meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone.

Z

9. RI/RL.10. By the end of grade 9, read and comprehend literature and literary nonfiction in the grades 9–10
text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range.

WIDA Standards
Z

ELD Standard 2: English language learners communicate information, ideas and concepts necessary for
academic success in the content area of Language Arts.

Written for CPS by
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Audience
9th Grade ELLs

Classroom time frame
Five to Six 50-minute periods

Key Texts
Z

Video: Youth Protest the Keystone XL Pipeline https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=jm_npkK6tk8

Z

Article: The Third Man: The Forgotten Black Power Hero
http://www.cnn.com/2012/04/24/sport/olympics-norman-black-power/

Z

Poem: “First They Came” by Martin Niemoller
https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10007392

Z

Blog Post: generación Y
generacionyen.wordpress.com

Z

Song: Tupac Shakur’s “Changes”
Shakur, T., Evans, D. & Horsby, B. (1992). Changes [Recorded by Tupac Shakur]. On Greatest Hits [Album].
Santa Monica, CA: Death Row Records.
Lyrics – http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/2pac/changes.html

Z

Song: “The Slavery Debate: Cabinet Battle #3” from the play Hamilton
Miranda, L.M. (2015). The Slavery Debate: Cabinet Battle #3 [Recorded by Christopher Jackson, Daveed
Diggs & Okieriete Onaodowan. On Hamilton Apocrypha [Album]. New York, NY: Atlantic.
Lyrics – http://genius.com/Lin-manuel-miranda-cabinet-battle-3-lyrics

Z

Biography: Malala Yousafzai’s biography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malala_Yousafzai

Z

Speech: Malala Yousafzai’s Speech at the Youth Takeover of the United Nations
https://secure.aworldatschool.org/page/content/the-text-of-malala-yousafzais-speech-at-the-unitednations/

Instructional Sequence
Preparing the Learner
Z Silent Graffiti
Z

Conceptual Stations

Interacting with the Text
Z

Reading with a Focus

Z

Reading with a Focus: Malala’s Biography

Written for CPS by
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Z

Idea Phrase Hunt

Z

Individual Reading with a Focus

Z

Reading with Four Voices

Z

Round Robin

Z

Becoming a Language Detective

Z

Claim/Counterclaim Matrix

Extending Understanding
Z

Vocabulary Review Jigsaw

Z

Blog Entry

Written for CPS by
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Grade: Nine
Unit:
Power, Protest, and Change
Lesson: Power of Youth

Preparing Learners
Z

Silent Graffiti

Z

Conceptual Stations

Silent Graffiti
(contextualization, bridging, schema building, metacognitive development)
Teachers will arrange students in heterogeneous groups of 2 or 4. Then, each group is provided with a large chart
paper with the word POWER at the center. Include 1-3 of the suggested images (see below) pasted into the center of
the paper. Each student should be given a unique color marker. Explain to students that they will first “discuss” the
images and word silently in writing and then, at the end of the activity, they will orally discuss key ideas with their table
mates.
Students take 10 minutes to record observations, ask questions, answer questions, make interpretations, express their
feelings about the images, and make connections. Students should respond to one another’s comments. When groups
are done, instruct them to post their chart paper on the walls.
Next, instruct the class to circulate the room for 8 minutes and read the other groups’ charts. At the teacher’s signal,
students will take their seats again and have a whole group discussion about what was salient for them in their images,
what questions they still have and what they gained from the activity.
Suggested images for silent graffiti:
•

Baton Rouge image: https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2016/07/11/graceful-inthe-lions-den-photo-of-young-womans-arrest-in-baton-rouge-goes-viral/?hpid=hp_hp-top-table-main_
batonrouge-arrest-mm-1150am%3Ahomepage%2Fstory

•

Tiananmen Square image: http://static5.businessinsider.com/image/53c7f2a46bb3f77a6e6d1954-1200-858/
franklin-tiananmen.jpg

•

Ferguson image: https://img.buzzfeed.com/buzzfeed-static/static/2014-08/12/16/enhanced/webdr04/
enhanced-buzz-wide-24383-1407876918-7.jpg

Written for CPS by
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Conceptual Stations
(schema building, bridging)
This activity will help students make connections between examples of youth activism in the US with international
youth activism. Teacher will arrange students in dyads. With their partners, students travel from one station to another
after spending a period of 5 minutes at each station. At each station, students will read, listen to or view the materials.
While at each station, students will answer questions on the handout for that station that highlights important
concepts in bold. This activity will reinforce students’ knowledge of key concepts introduced in Lesson 1 (see Handouts
#1-5).
There are 4 stations:
1.

Blog station (Handout #1): (Read Blog from Cuban Blogger – generación Y https://generacionyen.wordpress.
com)

2.

Reading station (Handout #2a and #2b): Bystander poem AND Peter Norman article: http://www.cnn.
com/2012/04/24/sport/olympics-norman-black-power/

3.

Video station (Handout #3): On the anniversary of Michael Brown’s death, three prominent activists
read their tweets from the past year and reflect on the challenges and legacy of the Black Lives Matter
movement. http://www.nytimes.com/video/us/100000003841604/blacktwitter-after-ferguson.html?act
ion=click&contentCollection=us&module=lede&region=caption&pgtype=article OR College students
protesting Keystone pipeline (3 minutes) example of civil disobedience https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jm_npkK6tk8

4.

Listening station (Handout #4a and #4b): Tupac Shakur’s “Changes” and Hamilton song
When students have visited all four stations, students will return to their seats and write a reflection (see
handout #5). After 5 minutes, students will form dyads and do a pair share —following guidelines— asking
each other questions and reading their relevant reflections to one another. While student A reads, student
B listens. Then student B reads and student A listens. Tell students they will be collectively responsible for
selecting and sharing with the general group one important idea shared in the small group discussion.

Written for CPS by
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Grade: Nine
Unit:
Power, Protest, and Change
Lesson: Power of Youth

Interacting with Texts
Z

Reading with a Focus I

Z

Reading with a Focus II

Z

Idea Phrase Hunt

Z

Individual Reading with a Focus

Z

Reading with Four Voices

Z

Round Robin

Z

Becoming a Language Detective

Z

Claim/Counterclaim Matrix

Reading with A Focus I
(metacognitive development, schema building, bridging)
Q & A relationships in dyads
Students will read Malala Yousafzai’s biography, Handout #7, and will discuss using Handout #6: Q&A Relationships
Table - Malala Biography protocol in dyads.
Teacher explains that they will be answering 4 types of questions that require different strategies: Right There
Questions; Think and Search Questions; Author and Me Questions; and, On My Own Questions.
As you read through the questions you will answer, consider which strategy to use for each of the questions. Record
your answers in Handout #6: Q&A Relationships Table - Malala Biography.
“In the book” questions (answer is in the book)
•
Right There Questions. Readers find the answer “right there” in the text, usually in the same sentence as
words from the question.
•

Think and Search Questions. The answer is in the text, but readers must search for it in different parts of the
text and put the ideas together.

Written for CPS by
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“In the head” questions (use your knowledge and sometimes the text to answer):
•

Author and Me Questions. Readers use a combination of the author’s ideas and their own to answer the
question.

•

On My Own Questions. Readers use their own ideas to answer the question; sometimes they don’t need to
read the text to answer it.

The teacher instructs the whole class to read the first few questions out loud.
1.

The teacher helps the students consider which of the four types each question represents.

2.

Once the class understands how the 4 types of questions work and how to answer them, the students break
into dyads.

3.

Students read the text while thinking about the questions they will answer afterward.

4.

In dyads, students answer the questions. Student A asks Student B a question and identifies the type of
question it is. Student B answers it, and both students write their answers.

5.

Dyads will share answers with the whole class. Students read their answers aloud and explain how they
answered the questions. Students should again refer to the type of question and whether the answer was “in
the book” or “in the head.”

Reading with a Focus II
(metacognitive development, schema building)
Students already have the biography on Malala Yousafzai (Handout #7). Now distribute the corresponding focus
questions on (Handout #8: Reading with a Focus Matrix). In pairs, instruct students to alternate in reading paragraphs
from the text. After each student reads a paragraph, the pair should discuss the gist and what ideas they had trouble
understanding and place a question mark next to that part of the text. After finishing the reading, they should re-read
and determine if they can address any of the focus questions. Finally, they should meet with another pair of students
to compare their findings and questions.

Idea Phrase Hunt
(schema building)
Teacher will tell students that they will soon read excerpts from a speech that Malala Yousafzai (Handout #9) gave at
the United Nations. In this first encounter with the text, the teacher will read aloud the excerpts from the speech while
students, seated in groups of four, follow along and individually fill out Handout #10: Idea Hunt Matrix. After the read
aloud is completed, partners in dyads check with each other on their responses, and then check with the other dyad in
the group. Teacher then invites student responses and records them on chart paper or on overhead projector.

Written for CPS by
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Individual Reading with A Focus
(schema building, metacognitive development)
Ask students to read the speech silently, while taking notes on the following questions:
1.

What authority does Malala have to give a speech at the United Nations about human rights advocacy?

2.

What is the purpose of Malala’s speech?

3.

What questions do you have?

Reading with Four Voices
(text-representation, schema building)
Distribute Malala’s speech excerpt in Handout #11: Reading in Four Voices. Ask groups to read the speech
collaboratively, with each person selecting one type style to read aloud. Tell students they will read the speech
collaboratively twice.

Round Robin
(schema building, bridging)
Having the echo of the speech in their ears, ask group members to do a round robin sharing of their answers to the
questions they took notes on.
1.

What authority does Malala have to give a speech at the United Nations about human rights advocacy?

2.

What is the purpose of Malala’s speech?

3.

What questions do you have?

Becoming a Language Detective
(schema building, metacognitive development)
Understanding how writers use language to create meaning is essential when analyzing and producing complex
texts. This task focuses on the CCSS in ELA that asks students to determine the meaning of words and phrases as they
are used in a text and analyze the effect of specific word choice on meaning and tone. Students analyze selected
sentences from Malala Yousafzai’s speech (Handout #12) to determine the author’s attitudes or tone. They first analyze
selections for positive and negative connotations, and then determine tone from that analysis.
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Claim/Counterclaim Matrix
(schema building, metacognitive development)
Students will individually identify a claim that Malala is making in her speech and locate 2 or 3 pieces of evidence she
gives to support that claim on the matrix.
Next they will identify a counterclaim. Explain to students that a counterclaim is an argument that goes against her
claim. What would her opponents say against her claim? Look for clues like the phrase “They thought that...” to identify
counterclaims.
Students will then identify at least one piece of evidence that Malala uses to refute that claim. Look for clues following
the counterclaim like “But” or “However” that indicate that Malala is responding to the counterclaim. If she doesn’t
refute the counterclaim, students can write a rebuttal that she could have made.
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Grade: Nine
Unit:
Power, Protest, and Change
Lesson: Power of Youth

Extending Understanding
Z

Vocabulary Review Jigsaw

Z

Blog Entry

Vocabulary Review Jigsaw
(text re-presentation, schema building)
Students sit in groups of four. Distribute four prepared vocabulary jigsaw cards (A, B, C, D) face down, one to each
person in a group. You will retain a fifth card for each group—the answer key. Give students directions:
1.

Each group member make a clue sheet, numbering from 1 to 12 down the left hand side of a piece of paper.

2.

In each group, the student holding card A will choose any number from 1-12 to begin the activity. Group
members circle it on their clue sheets, and they then share their clues for that number in A, B, C, D order. All
students in the team make notes of the clues and when clue D is read, all students guess at the term and
write down the group’s consensus answer.

3.

After the student holding card A has selected three random numbers for the group, students rotate the
cards. The new student A selects the next three numbers, in any order, from those numbers remaining and
students guess at the terms.

4.

Students rotate the cards two more times so that each group member holds each clue card once.

5.

When a group finishes, a member of the team requests an answer key from the teacher and the group
checks its answers.

Written for CPS by
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Blog Entry
(schema building, text re-presentation, bridging)
Teachers will now instruct students to revisit the concepts in the jigsaw and choose one or two to write a blog entry
discussing how that concept plays a part in American society. Students can use Yoani Sánchez’ blog as a model. The
blog entry must include the following:
•

A catchy and appropriate title

•

A photo

•

An identifiable focus: one or more of the concepts from the vocabulary jigsaw thoroughly explained

•

A clear explanation of one example of the concept(s) you chose

Written for CPS by
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Grade: Nine
Unit:
Power, Protest, and Change
Lesson: Power of Youth

Handout #1: Blog Station
How She Did It: Yoani Sánchez Launches Cuban News Outlet 14ymedio*
Please read this information about Yoani María Sánchez Cordero before visiting her blog:
A groundbreaking Cuban journalist and entrepreneur, Yoani María Sánchez Cordero gained international recognition
for her depiction of Cuban life under its present government — observed with a critical eye. Listed as one of TIME’s 100
most influential people in 2008, Sánchez has been praised for practicing “under the nose of a regime that has never
tolerated dissent … what paper-bound journalists in her country cannot: freedom of speech.”
Sánchez achieved such acclaim and a worldwide following through her blog, Generación Y. Available in 17 languages,
Sánchez overcame the obstacles presented by Cuban censorship by emailing the blog entries to friends living outside
Cuba, who would subsequently post them online. US President Barack Obama proclaimed that her blog ”provides the
world a unique window into the realities of daily life in Cuba” and praised her efforts to “empower fellow Cubans to
express themselves through the use of technology.”
Now, Sánchez has launched 14ymedio, a digital news outlet born out of her efforts to enact social change within Cuba
and beyond.
Respond
Do you think Yoani-Sánchez is more of an activist or is she an upstander? Explain your thinking using what you read
in her blog.

Retrieved from: http://www.forbes.com/sites/tiffanypham/2014/11/30/how-she-did-it-yoani-sanchez-time-100-most-influentialperson-launches-cuban-news-outlet-14ymedio/#75ba9a0c27a6
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Grade: Nine
Unit:
Power, Protest, and Change
Lesson: Power of Youth

Handout #2a: Reading Station
First they came ...

notes

Lutheran Minister Pastor Martin Niemoller wrote this poem after World War II that
describes how different people reacted to the actions of the Nazis. Niemoller wrote:
First they came for the socialists,
and I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a socialist.
Then they came for the trade unionists,
and I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a trade unionist.
Then they came for the Jews,
and I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a Jew.
Then they came for me,
and there was no one left to speak for me.
Respond
What does this poem think about bystanders? How do you know?

Retrieved from: https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10007392
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Grade: Nine
Unit:
Power, Protest, and Change
Lesson: Power of Youth

Handout #2b: Reading Station
The Third Man: The Forgotten Black Power Hero*
It is perhaps the most iconic sports
photograph ever taken.
Captured at the medal ceremony for the
men’s 200 meters at the 1968 Mexico
Olympics, U.S. sprinter Tommie Smith stands
defiantly, head bowed, his black-gloved fist
thrust into the thin air.

notes

iconic: Widely known or
recognized

defiantly: Refusing to obey
something or someone

Behind him fellow American John Carlos
joins with his own Black Power salute, an
act of defiance aimed at highlighting the
segregation and racism burning back in
their homeland.
It was an act that scandalized the Olympics.
Smith and Carlos were sent home in
disgrace and banned from the Olympics
for life. But they were treated as returning
heroes by the black community for sacrificing their personal glory for the cause. History,
too, has been kind to them.
Yet few know that the man standing in front of both of them, the Australian sprinter
Peter Norman who shocked everyone by powering past Carlos and winning the silver
medal, played his own, crucial role in sporting history.
On his left breast he wore a small badge that read: “Olympic Project for Human Rights” -an organization set up a year previously opposed to racism in sport. But while Smith and
Carlos are now feted as human rights pioneers, the badge was enough to effectively

*By James Montague, CNN. April 25, 2012.
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end Norman’s career. He returned home to Australia a pariah, suffering unofficial
sanction and ridicule as the Black Power salute’s forgotten man. He never ran in the
Olympics again.

pariah: A person who is
hated or rejected by other
people

“As soon as he got home he was hated,” explains his nephew Matthew Norman, who has
directed a new film—“Salute!”—about Peter’s life before and after the 1968 Olympics.
“A lot of people in America didn’t realize that Peter had a much bigger role to play. He
was fifth (fastest) in the world, and his run is still a Commonwealth record today. And
yet he didn’t go to Munich (1972 Olympics) because he played up. He would have won
a gold.
“He suffered to the day he died.”
An obscure pick
Peter Norman grew up in a working-class district of Melbourne. As a youngster he
couldn’t afford the kit to play Australian Rules Football, his favorite sport. But his father
managed to borrow a secondhand pair of running spikes, and his talent for sprinting
was quickly recognized. Yet Norman was still an obscure pick when the 28-year-old
arrived in the high altitude of Mexico City. It was the first time he had run on an Olympic
standard track, and he thrived in the thin air.
“I could feel my knees bouncing around my chin,” Norman said in “Salute!”
“It lengthened my stride by about 4 inches!”
It was events off the track that had dominated the lead-up to the 1968 Olympics. In the
U.S., the civil rights movement fought running battles with the police and army across
America against segregation and racism. Both Martin Luther King Junior and Robert
Kennedy had been assassinated and the Vietnam War was raging.
Meanwhile, in Mexico, hundreds of protesting students were massacred in the run-up to
the Games. The regime covered up their deaths as the athletes arrived.
Australia too, was in the midst of racial strife. The country’s “White Australia” policy had
provoked protests of its own. It put heavy restrictions on non-white immigration—and

strife: Very angry or violent
disagreement between two
or more groups of people
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a raft of prejudicial laws against its indigenous aboriginal population, including a
policy of taking Aboriginal children from their birth parents and handing them to white
couples for adoption, a practice that continued until the 1970s.

prejudicial: Showing an
unfair feeling of dislike for a
person or group because of
race, sex, religion

Unexpected threat

indigenous: The original
people born to a particular
place, native

Although Norman was a staunch anti-racism advocate, no one expected him to take a
stand in Mexico. The Australian Olympic Committee had laid out just three rules for him
to follow. The first was to repeat his qualification time before the Games.

staunch: Very devoted to
a cause

“Rule number two: don’t finish last in any round,” Norman recalled.
“Third, and under no circumstances, don’t get beaten by a Pom (a British runner).”
Norman had previously been ignored by the U.S. team, who had assumed they’d win a
clean sweep of medals in the 200 meters, but he burst on to their radar when he broke
the Olympic record in one of the early heats.
“When I first saw Peter, I said, ‘Who’s this little white guy?’ “ Carlos told CNN.
He would soon regret the oversight. When the 200 meters final arrived, all eyes were on
the U.S. duo. Smith was expected to win easily (“You wouldn’t be able to catch him on a
motorbike,” was Norman’s assessment) but the speculation centered on what political
gesture the American athletes might make on the podium.
The starting pistol was fired and Smith powered to gold. But out of nowhere Norman
stormed down the last 50 meters, taking the line before a shocked Carlos. Norman’s time
of 20 seconds flat would have won gold four years later at the Munich Olympics and at
the Sydney Games in 2000.
A fateful decision
Smith and Carlos had already decided to make a statement on the podium. They were
to wear black gloves. But Carlos left his at the Olympic village. It was Norman who
suggested they should wear one each on alternate hands. Yet Norman had no means
of making a protest of his own. So he asked a member of the U.S. rowing team for his
“Olympic Project for Human Rights” badge, so that he could show solidarity.
“He came up to me and said, ‘Have you got one of those buttons, mate,’ “ said U.S. rower
Paul Hoffman. “If a white Australian is going to ask me for an Olympic Project for Human
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Rights badge, then by God he would have one. I only had one, which was mine, so I took
it off and gave it to him.”
The three men walked towards their destiny. The medals were handed out before the
three turned towards the flags and the start of the Star Spangled Banner.
“I couldn’t see what was happening,” Norman said of that moment.
“I had known they had gone through with their plans when a voice in the crowd sang
the American anthem but then faded to nothing. The stadium went quiet.”
The fallout was immediate for Smith and Carlos, who were sent home in disgrace.
Norman was never given the chance to go a step closer. He was never picked to run in
the Olympics again.

disgrace: To cause someone
to lose respect or approval

“I would have dearly loved to go to Munich (but) I’d earned the frowning eyes of the
powers that be in track and field,” he said in “Salute!”
“I’d qualified for the 200 meters 13 times and 100 meters five times (but) they’d rather
leave me home than have me over there (in Munich).”
Shunned in his own country?
Norman retired from athletics immediately after hearing he’d been cut from the Munich
team. He would never return to the track. Neither would his achievements count for
much 28 years later when Sydney hosted the 2000 Olympics.
“At the Sydney Olympics he wasn’t invited in any capacity,” says Matthew Norman.
“There was no outcry. He was the greatest Olympic sprinter in our history.”
In his own country Peter Norman remained the forgotten man. As soon as the U.S.
delegation discovered that Norman wasn’t going to attend, the United States Olympic
Committee arranged to fly him to Sydney to be part of their delegation. He was invited
to the birthday party of 200 and 400-meter runner Michael Johnson, where he was to be
the guest of honor. Johnson took his hand, hugged him and declared that Norman was
one of his biggest heroes.
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“Peter was not sanctioned ... we are not sure why he missed selection in 1972 but it had
nothing to do with what happened in Mexico,” the Australian Olympic Committee (AOC)
told CNN when asked about Norman’s exclusion from the team that traveled to Munich.
“Peter was not excluded from any Sydney 2000 celebrations.”
The AOC points out that Australia’s greatest ever sprinter had been given several crucial
roles in the festivities.

crucial: Extremely important

“He represented the AOC at several team selection announcements,” it said, “including
the announcement of the table tennis team in his home town of Melbourne prior to the
Sydney Games.”
Remembering Peter Norman
When “Salute!” was released in Australia in 2008 it caused a sensation, breaking box
office records. In a country known for its reverence of sporting legends, many were
hearing Norman’s story for the first time. But he would never see the film that would put
his achievements back into the public consciousness.
Peter Norman died of a heart attack on October 9, 2006.
At the funeral both Smith and Carlos gave the eulogy, where they announced that
the U.S. Track and Field association had declared the day of his death to be “Peter
Norman Day” -- the first time in the organization’s history that such an honor had been
bestowed on a foreign athlete.

bestowed: To give
something as an honor

Both men helped carry his coffin before it was lowered into the ground. For them,
Norman was a hero -- “A lone soldier,” according to Carlos -- for his small but determined
stand against racism.
“He paid the price. This was Peter Norman’s stand for human rights, not Peter Norman
helping Tommie Smith and John Carlos out,” Smith told CNN. The three had remained
friends ever since their chance meeting on that podium in Mexico City 44 years ago.
“He just happened to be a white guy, an Australian white guy, between two black guys
in the victory stand believing in the same thing.”
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A proud legacy
Arguably the biggest price Norman paid was the fact that his run in the 200 meters final
had been obscured by the Black Power salute. It remains to this day one of the finest,
and least expected, individual performances by a sprinter at the modern Olympics.

obscured: Not well known
to most people

By the end of the final, Norman had shaved half a second off his best time. His full
potential was never realized yet, even after the ignominy of his return, Norman bore no
grudges.
“It has been said that sharing my silver medal with that incident on the victory dais
detracted from my performance,” Norman explains poignantly at end of “Salute!”
On the contrary. I have to confess, I was rather proud to be part of it.”
Respond
Do you think that Norman, Smith and Carlos’s protest was an act of civil disobedience?
Why or why not? Was their protest effective? Explain your thinking with evidence from
the text.
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Handout #3: Video Station
Read this paragraph before viewing the video:
The Keystone XL project would expand an existing pipeline from Canada to refineries in the US Midwest,
nearly doubling the initial capacity and transporting crude oil deeper into America to refineries on the Gulf
coast of Texas. Its proposed route would stretch about 1,660 miles, connecting Hardisty, Alberta to Port
Arthur, Texas.
Environmental groups initially opposed the pipeline because it would tie America even more deeply into a
highly-polluting source of energy. There were also concerns about pipeline leaks. The first stage of Keystone
had 14 accidents in its first year of operation.
(The Guardian)
Respond
•

Why did people oppose the pipeline? What was the injustice that they were responding to?

•

What are your reactions when you watch the protestors?

•

Do you think their actions made a difference or sent a message? Why?
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Handout #4a: Listening Station
“ Changes” *
The song “Changes” by Tupac Shakur was recorded in 1992. The song critiques war on drugs, the treatment of black
people by the police, and the effect of poverty in urban African American culture. “Changes” remains one of Tupac’s
most notable and popular songs.
Come on come on
I see no changes wake up in the morning and I ask myself
Is life worth living should I blast myself?
I’m tired of bein’ poor and even worse I’m black
My stomach hurts so I’m lookin’ for a purse to snatch
Cops give a damn about a negro
Pull the trigger kill a nigga he’s a hero
Give the crack to the kids who the hell cares
One less hungry mouth on the welfare
First ship ‘em dope and let ‘em deal the brothers
Give ‘em guns step back watch ‘em kill each other
It’s time to fight back that’s what Huey said
Two shots in the dark now Huey’s dead
I got love for my brother but we can never go nowhere
Unless we share with each other
We gotta start makin’ changes
Learn to see me as a brother instead of two distant strangers
And that’s how it’s supposed to be
How can the Devil take a brother if he’s close to me?
I’d love to go back to when we played as kids

*Shakur, T., Evans, D. & Horsby, B. (1992). Changes [Recorded by Tupac Shakur]. On Greatest Hits [Album]. Santa Monica, CA: Death
Row Records.
Lyrics – http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/2pac/changes.html
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But things changed, and that’s the way it is
That’s just the way it is
Things will never be the same
That’s just the way it is
Aww yeah
That’s just the way it is
Things will never be the same
That’s just the way it is
Aww yeah
I see no changes all I see is racist faces
Misplaced hate makes disgrace to races
We under I wonder what it takes to make this
One better place, let’s erase the wasted
Take the evil out the people they’ll be acting right
‘Cause both black and white is smokin’ crack tonight
And only time we chill is when we kill each other
It takes skill to be real, time to heal each other
And although it seems heaven sent
We ain’t ready, to see a black President, uhh
It ain’t a secret don’t conceal the fact
The penitentiary’s packed, and it’s filled with blacks
But some things will never change
Try to show another way but you stayin’ in the dope game
Now tell me what’s a mother to do
Bein’ real don’t appeal to the brother in you
You gotta operate the easy way
“I made a G today” But you made it in a sleazy way
Sellin’ crack to the kid. “ I gotta get paid, “
Well hey, well that’s the way it is
That’s just the way it is
Things will never be the same
That’s just the way it is
Aww yeah
That’s just the way it is
Things will never be the same
That’s just the way it is
Aww yeah
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We gotta make a change
It’s time for us as a people to start makin’ some changes.
Let’s change the way we eat, let’s change the way we live
And let’s change the way we treat each other.
You see the old way wasn’t working so it’s on us to do
What we gotta do, to survive.
And still I see no changes can’t a brother get a little peace
It’s war on the streets and the war in the Middle East
Instead of war on poverty they got a war on drugs
So the police can bother me
And I ain’t never did a crime I ain’t have to do
But now I’m back with the blacks givin’ it back to you
Don’t let ‘em jack you up, back you up,
Crack you up and pimp smack you up
You gotta learn to hold ya own
They get jealous when they see ya with ya mobile phone
But tell the cops they can’t touch this
I don’t trust this when they try to rush I bust this
That’s the sound of my tool you say it ain’t cool
My mama didn’t raise no fool
And as long as I stay black I gotta stay strapped
And I never get to lay back
‘Cause I always got to worry ‘bout the pay backs
Some buck that I roughed up way back
Comin’ back after all these years
Rat-a-tat-tat-tat-tat that’s the way it is uhh
That’s just the way it is
Things will never be the same
That’s just the way it is
Aww yeah
That’s just the way it is
Things will never be the same
That’s just the way it is
Aww yeah
Some things will never change
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Handout #4b: Listening Station
“ The Slavery Debate: Cabinet Battle #3” * from the play Hamilton
The lyrics below are from the hit Broadway musical, Hamilton, written by Lin-Manuel Miranda. Hamilton uses a hiphop, R&B and pop score to retell America’s founding story.
[WASHINGTON]
The issue on the table: a petition from a Quaker delegation in Philadelphia calling on
Congress to end the African slave trade and abolish slavery, in all its forms. If this comes to
a vote in Congress, what is the White House’s position? Secretary Jefferson, you first. Tread
lightly
[JEFFERSON]
The constitution clearly states
That the states have to wait
Until eighteen-oh-eight to debate
[HAMILTON]
Sir[JEFFERSON]
Wait!
That’s the price we paid
For the southern states to participate
In our little independence escapade
We made concessions to the the south to make them less afraid
You take away our property? Secession talk will escalate
But for a second let us say that we can legislate

*Miranda, L.M. (2015). The Slavery Debate: Cabinet Battle #3 [Recorded by Christopher Jackson, Daveed Diggs & Okieriete
Onaodowan. On Hamilton Apocrypha [Album]. New York, NY: Atlantic.
Lyrics – http://genius.com/Lin-manuel-miranda-cabinet-battle-3-lyrics
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Unanimous emancipation, freedom reigns, and yes, it’s great
We cannot cure prejudice or righteous, desperate hate
So back to Africa or do they get a separate state?
It’s a sin, it’s growing like a cancer
But we can’t address the question if we do not have an answer
[HAMILTON]
Is it my turn? Good
Plantation states are packed with promise makers
Do you realize the precious time these legislators wasted?
Institutionalizing slavery only multiplied our troubles
Wait till the 1800’s, and their population doubles
You all know
This is the stain on our soul and democracy
A land of the free? No, it’s not, it’s hypocrisy
To subjugate, dehumanize a race, call ‘em property
And say that we are powerless to stop it, can you not foresee?
Sir, even you, have hundreds of slaves
Whose descendants will curse our names when we’re safe in our graves
How will the south find labor for its business?
How will Thomas Jefferson find his next mistress?
[JEFFERSON]
How dare you
[HAMILTON]
Yet still, people follow like lemmings
All your hemming and hewing, while you’re hee-hawing with Sally Hemings
[WASHINGTON]
That’s enough
[MADISON]
Hamilton, if we support emancipation
Every single slave owner will demand compensation
And as for slandering Jefferson with talk of mistresses
Do you really wanna-
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[MADISON/JEFFERSON]
Do you really wanna have that conversation?
[HAMILTON]
No
[WASHINGTON]
I’ve heard enough, gentlemen. You can go. Slavery’s too volatile an issue. We won’t get
through it
[MADISON]
Sir, we’ll keep it off your desk
[WASHINGTON]
Good, do it
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Handout #4c: Listening Station
Respond
• Who are the victims that Tupac is writing about? Would you consider this song a protest song? Back your opinion
with evidence from the song.

•

What uprising does Hamilton foresee and why? Back up your opinion with evidence from the song.
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Handout #5: Station Reflection
Using at least three phrases you did not know before, write a one-paragraph reflection on something that
seems important that you saw, heard and read at the stations.
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Handout #6: Q&A Relationships Table – Malala Biography
Choose a question to answer and determine what type of question you are answering. Write the number of the
question you are answering and your answer in the corresponding box.
Right There Question answers

Think and Search Question answers

On My Own Question answers

Author and Me Question answers
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Handout #7: Malala Yousafzai
Malala Yousafzai (born July 12, 1997) is a Pakistani student and education activist. She
is known mainly for human rights advocacy for education and for women in her native
Swat Valley in northwest Pakistan, where the local Taliban had at times banned girls
from attending school.
Her family runs a chain of schools in the region. In early 2009, when she was 11 years
old, Malala wrote a blog under a pseudonym for the BBC Urdu detailing her life under
Taliban occupation, their attempts to take control of the valley, and her views on
promoting education for girls in the Swat Valley. The following summer, journalist Adam
B. Ellick made a New York Times documentary about her life as the Pakistani military
intervened in the region. Malala rose in prominence, giving interviews in print and on
television, and she was nominated for the International Children’s Peace Prize by South
African activist Desmond Tutu.
On the afternoon of October 9, 2012, Malala boarded her school bus in the northwest
Pakistani district of Swat. A gunman asked for her by name, then pointed a pistol at her
and fired three shots. One bullet hit the left side of Malala ‘s forehead, travelled under
her skin through the length of her face, and then went into her shoulder. In the days
immediately following the attack, she remained unconscious and in critical condition,
but later her condition improved enough for her to be sent to the Queen Elizabeth
Hospital in Birmingham, England, for intensive rehabilitation. On January 3, 2013,
Malala was discharged from the Queen Elizabeth Hospital in Birmingham to continue
to recover at her family’s temporary home in the West Midlands. She had two five-hour
long operations on February 2, 2013 where she had a titanium plate put over the hole
in her skull and a cochlear implant so she could hear again.
The assassination attempt sparked a national and international outpouring of support
for Yousafzai. Deutsche Welle, the international German broadcaster, wrote in January,

notes

Taliban: An Islamic
militant group operating in
Afghanistan and Pakistan

blog: A website run by an
individual or small group,
that is written in an informal
style
pseudonym: A fictitious
name, especially one used by
an author
rose in prominence: To
become more important

rehabilitation: To restore to
good health

titanium: A strong type of
metal
cochlear implant: A device
placed into the ear to help
with hearing

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malala_Yousafzai
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2013 that Yousafzai may have become “the most famous teenager in the world.” United
Nations Special Envoy for Global Education, Gordon Brown, launched a UN petition in
Yousafzai’s name, demanding that all children worldwide be in school by the end of
2015; it helped lead to the ratification of Pakistan’s first Right to Education Bill.
While the Taliban have said that they still want to assassinate Malala, she has continued
the fight for worldwide access to education. On July 12, 2013, at age 16, she made a
speech at the headquarters of the United Nations, stressing the right to education for
all and for human rights and peace and non-violence against terrorism and intolerance
citing the proverb: “The pen is mightier than the sword.” Later that year, she met
president Obama, Michelle Obama, and their daughter Malia in the Oval Office. In
October, 2013, a book about her life, I am Malala: The Girl Who Stood Up for Education
and Was Shot by the Taliban, was published, with her help.
In 2014, Malala was announced as the co-recipient of the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize, along
with Kailash Satyarthi, for her struggle against the suppression of children and young
people and for the right of all children to education. Aged 17 at the time, Yousafzai
became the youngest-ever Nobel Prize laureate. Malala’s advocacy has since grown
into an international movement focused on getting every child into school without
danger or discrimination.

ratification: To officially
recognize a law

intolerance: unwillingness
to accept views, beliefs, or
behavior that differ from
one’s

Nobel Peace Prize: An
international prize awarded
annually for outstanding
achievement in areas such
as medicine, chemistry and
world peace
laureate: A person who
is honored with an award
for outstanding creative or
intellectual achievement
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Handout #8: Reading with a Focus Matrix
1. Who is Malala Yousafzai? What do we learn about her?

2. What problematic situation did she face?

3. How did she respond to this situation?

4. Using your background knowledge, who is another person who responded to a problematic situation in a similar
way? Briefly describe the person and their story.
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Handout #9: Malala Yousafzai’s Speech at the
Youth Takeover of the United Nations

notes

On July 12 2013, the first ever Youth Takeover of the UN took place, organized by the
President of the UN General Assembly, UN Special Envoy for Global Education Gordon Brown
and A World at School. A World at School and partners brought together hundreds of young
education advocates from around the world, including Malala Yousafzai, who made her first
public speech since being attacked by the Taliban in Pakistan.
Dear brothers and sisters, do remember one thing. Malala day is not my day. Today is
the day of every woman, every boy and every girl who have raised their voice for their
rights. There are hundreds of Human rights activists and social workers who are not only
speaking for human rights, but who are struggling to achieve their goals of education,
peace and equality. Thousands of people have been killed by the terrorists and millions
have been injured. I am just one of them.
So here I stand... one girl among many.
I speak – not for myself, but for all girls and boys.
I raise up my voice – not so that I can shout, but so that those without a voice can be
heard.
Those who have fought for their rights:
Their right to live in peace.
Their right to be treated with dignity.
Their right to equality of opportunity.
Their right to be educated.
Dear Friends, on the 9th of October 2012, the Taliban shot me on the left side of my
forehead. They shot my friends too. They thought that the bullets would silence us.
But they failed. And then, out of that silence came, thousands of voices. The terrorists

Source: https://secure.aworldatschool.org/page/content/the-text-of-malala-yousafzais-speech-atthe-united-nations/
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thought that they would change our aims and stop our ambitions but nothing changed
in my life except this: Weakness, fear and hopelessness died. Strength, power and
courage was born. I am the same Malala. My ambitions are the same. My hopes are the
same. My dreams are the same…..
Dear sisters and brothers, we realise the importance of light when we see darkness. We
realise the importance of our voice when we are silenced. In the same way, when we
were in Swat, the north of Pakistan, we realised the importance of pens and books when
we saw the guns…..
Dear fellows, today I am focusing on women’s rights and girls’ education because they
are suffering the most. There was a time when women social activists asked men to
stand up for their rights. But, this time, we will do it by ourselves. I am not telling men
to step away from speaking for women’s rights rather I am focusing on women to be
independent to fight for themselves.
Dear sisters and brothers, now it’s time to speak up…..
So today, we call upon the world leaders to change their strategic policies in favour of
peace and prosperity.
We call upon the world leaders that all the peace deals must protect women and
children’s rights. A deal that goes against the dignity of women and their rights is
unacceptable.
We call upon all governments to ensure free compulsory education for every child all
over the world.
We call upon all governments to fight against terrorism and violence, to protect children
from brutality and harm.
We call upon the developed nations to support the expansion of educational
opportunities for girls in the developing world.
We call upon all communities to be tolerant – to reject prejudice based on cast, creed,
sect, religion or gender. To ensure freedom and equality for women so that they can
flourish. We cannot all succeed when half of us are held back.
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We call upon our sisters around the world to be brave – to embrace the strength within
themselves and realise their full potential……
Dear brothers and sisters, we must not forget that millions of people are suffering from
poverty, injustice and ignorance. We must not forget that millions of children are out
of schools. We must not forget that our sisters and brothers are waiting for a bright
peaceful future.
So let us wage a global struggle against illiteracy, poverty and terrorism and let us pick
up our books and pens. They are our most powerful weapons.
One child, one teacher, one pen and one book can change the world.
Education is the only solution. Education First.
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Handout #10: Idea Hunt Matrix
Find three rights that Malala believes all people should have.

Find three challenges Malala and other young people have had to face.

Find three requests Malala makes in her speech.
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Handout #11: Reading in Four Voices
Malala Yousafzai’s Speech at the Youth Takeover of the United Nations
On July 12 2013, the first ever Youth Takeover of the UN took place, organized by the President of the UN General Assembly,
UN Special Envoy for Global Education Gordon Brown and A World at School. A World at School and partners brought
together hundreds of young education advocates from around the world, including Malala Yousafzai, who made her first
public speech since being attacked by the Taliban in Pakistan.
Dear brothers and sisters, do remember one thing. Malala day is not my day. Today is the day of every woman, every
boy and every girl who have raised their voice for their rights. There are hundreds of Human rights activists and social
workers who are not only speaking for human rights, but who are struggling to achieve their goals of education, peace
and equality. Thousands of people have been killed by the terrorists and millions have been injured. I am just one of
them.
So here I stand... one girl among many.
I speak – not for myself, but for all girls and boys.
I raise up my voice – not so that I can shout, but so that those without a voice can be heard.
Those who have fought for their rights:
Their right to live in peace.
Their right to be treated with dignity.
Their right to equality of opportunity.
Their right to be educated.
Dear Friends, on the 9th of October 2012, the Taliban shot me on the left side of my forehead. They shot my friends too.
They thought that the bullets would silence us. But they failed. And then, out of that silence came, thousands of
voices. The terrorists thought that they would change our aims and stop our ambitions but nothing changed in my life
except this: Weakness, fear and hopelessness died. Strength, power and courage was born. I am the same Malala. My
ambitions are the same. My hopes are the same. My dreams are the same…..
Dear sisters and brothers, we realise the importance of light when we see darkness. We realise the importance of
our voice when we are silenced. In the same way, when we were in Swat, the north of Pakistan, we realised the
importance of pens and books when we saw the guns…..
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Dear fellows, today I am focusing on women’s rights and girls’ education because they are suffering the most.
There was a time when women social activists asked men to stand up for their rights. But, this time, we will do it by
ourselves. I am not telling men to step away from speaking for women’s rights rather I am focusing on women to be
independent to fight for themselves.
Dear sisters and brothers, now it’s time to speak up…..
So today, we call upon the world leaders to change their strategic policies in favour of peace and prosperity.

We call upon the world leaders that all the peace deals must protect women and children’s rights. A deal that goes
against the dignity of women and their rights is unacceptable.
We call upon all governments to ensure free compulsory education for every child all over the world.
We call upon all governments to fight against terrorism and violence, to protect children from brutality and harm.
We call upon the developed nations to support the expansion of educational opportunities for girls in the developing
world.
We call upon all communities to be tolerant – to reject prejudice based on cast, creed, sect, religion or gender.
To ensure freedom and equality for women so that they can flourish. We cannot all succeed when half of us are held back.
We call upon our sisters around the world to be brave – to embrace the strength within themselves and realise their
full potential……
Dear brothers and sisters, we must not forget that millions of people are suffering from poverty, injustice and ignorance. We
must not forget that millions of children are out of schools. We must not forget that our sisters and brothers are waiting
for a bright peaceful future.
So let us wage a global struggle against illiteracy, poverty and terrorism and let us pick up our books and pens. They
are our most powerful weapons.
One child, one teacher, one pen and one book can change the world.
Education is the only solution. Education First.
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Grade: Nine
Unit:
Power, Protest, and Change
Lesson: Power of Youth

Handout #12: Becoming a Language Detective
Determining an Author’s Tone
An author who supports the topic of his/her writing chooses language that has a positive connotation, meaning
the words suggest approval. An author who is upset about the topic of his/her writing chooses language that has a
negative connotation, meaning the words suggest disapproval or even outrage. When most of the language suggests
approval we say the tone is positive. When most of the language suggests disapproval we say the tone is negative.
Directions
Read each of the sentences below and identify how words convey either a positive or negative tone. Write those words
in the corresponding columns, and provide an explanation for your choice. Then complete the bottom portion of the
chart, deciding whether the overall tone of the text are positive or negative. Provide evidence for your choice.
Language from Malala
Yousafzai’s Speech at the
Youth Takeover of the
United Nations

Examples of language used Examples of language used Explanation for choice
to suggest a positive tone: to suggest a negative tone:

1. I raise up my voice –
not so that I can shout,
but so that those
without a voice can be
heard.
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2. Today is the day of
every woman, every
boy and every girl who
have raised their voice
for their rights.

3. One child, one teacher,
one pen and one book
can change the world.

4. We call upon the
world leaders that all
the peace deals must
protect woman’s rights.
A deal that goes again
the dignity of women
and their rights is
unacceptable.

Decide whether the overall tone is positive or negative and provide an explanation.
Overall the tone of the text is __________________ because
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Grade: Nine
Unit:
Power, Protest, and Change
Lesson: Power of Youth

Handout #13: Claim/Counterclaim Matrix
One claim Malala makes in speech:

One counterclaim she identifies in speech (What do her
enemies think or believe?):

Three pieces of evidence from speech she uses to
support her claim:

One way that Malala refutes the counterclaim (“But...”). If
she doesn’t refute it, write something she could have said
to refute the counterclaim:

Evidence 1)

Rebuttal (How does Malala respond to the beliefs of her
enemies?)

Evidence 2)

Evidence 3)
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VOCABULARY REVIEW JIGSAW
CIVIL RIGHTS – POWER OF YOUTH
Student A

1.

This word starts with the letter

U

2.

This word starts with the letter

B

3. This word starts with the letter

V

4.

This word starts with the letter

J

5. This word starts with the letter

I

6. This word starts with the letter

A

7. This word starts with the letter

P

8. This word starts with the letter

P

9. This word starts with the letter

U

10. This word starts with the letter

O

11. This phrase has two words.
The first word starts with the letter
And the second starts with the letter

C
D

12. This phrase has two words.
The first word starts with the letter
And the second starts with the letter

C
R
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VOCABULARY REVIEW JIGSAW
CIVIL RIGHTS – POWER OF YOUTH
Student B

1. This word has THREE syllables
2. This word has THREE syllables
3. This word has TWO syllables
4. This word has TWO syllables
5. This word has THREE syllables
6. This word has THREE syllables
7. This word has TWO syllables
8. This word has TWO syllables
9. This word has THREE syllables
10. This word has THREE syllables
11. First word has TWO syllables and second word has FIVE syllables
12. First word has TWO syllables and second word has ONE syllable
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VOCABULARY REVIEW JIGSAW
CIVIL RIGHTS – POWER OF YOUTH
Student C

1. The last letter in the word is

R

2. The last letter in the word is

R

3. The last letter in the word is

M

4. The last letter in the word is

E

5. The last letter in the word is

E

6. The last letter in the word is

T

7. The last letter in the word is

R

8. The last letter in the word is

T

9. The last letter in the word is

G

10. The last letter in the word is

R

11. The last letter in the phrase is

E

12. The last letter in the phrase is

S
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VOCABULARY REVIEW JIGSAW
CIVIL RIGHTS – POWER OF YOUTH
Student D

1. It means “an individual who sees wrong and acts. A person who takes a stand against an
act of injustice or intolerance.”
2. It means “a person who is present at an event or incident but does not take part.”
3. It means “a person harmed, injured, or killed as a result of a crime, accident, or other event
or action.”
4. It means “the process or result of using laws to fairly judge and punish crimes and
criminals.”
5. It means “unfair treatment: a situation in which the rights of a person or a group of people
are ignored.”
6. It means “a person who vigorously takes action in support of or opposition to a
controversial issue.”
7. It means, “the capacity or ability to direct or influence the behavior of others or the course
of events.”
8. It means, “an event at which people gather together to show strong disapproval about
something.”
9.		It means, “a usually violent effort by many people to change the government or leader of
a country.”
10. It means, “one who treats a person or group of people in a cruel or unfair way.”
11. It means, “refusal to obey governmental demands or commands especially as a nonviolent
and usually collective means of forcing concessions from the government.”
12. It means, “the rights that every person should have regardless of his or her sex, race, or
religion.”
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VOCABULARY REVIEW JIGSAW
CIVIL RIGHTS – POWER OF YOUTH
Answers

1. Upstander
2. Bystander
3. Victim
4. Justice
5. Injustice
6. Activist
7. Power
8. Protest
9. Uprising
10. Oppressor
11. Civil Disobedience
12. Civil Rights
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Why Activism Matters Now More Than Ever
I’m Mexican and a U.S. citizen
WENDY HERRERA

One day in 7th grade, my history teacher asked the class, “What if you’re not
informed, and the president passes a law to deport all undocumented
immigrants, and then your family gets deported?” Because my parents had both
immigrated from Mexico and didn’t have green cards, I realized I had to learn
more about this issue. (My sister and I were both born here.)
Barack Obama was president at the time. I started to watch the news and learn more about
how the government worked and how it affected our lives. I learned that he was trying to help
undocumented immigrants who were already in the country gain rights and give them a better
chance at higher education.
In June 2012, he instituted a policy called Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals, or DACA. (It was an executive order, so he didn’t have to get
Congress to agree to it.) Under this policy, children who immigrated to the
U.S. before their 16th birthday got two years in which they were protected
from deportation. They could also get work permits. People who applied
for DACA could renew for another two years when their first two years
were up.

www.ycteenmag.org

My two oldest cousins were born in Mexico but were brought to America at a young age. They
signed up for DACA. It allowed them to travel to Mexico to see family members without fear of
not being let back in. Obama made a big difference for my cousins and other young
immigrants. According to the latest figures from the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services,
almost 600,000 people from Mexico have been approved for DACA and another 150,000
from other countries.
Besides helping immigrants, Obama inspired me in other ways. He showed the world that a
black person in the U.S. can be anything as long as you put the effort into it. And Obama
helped my family by passing the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare), which meant we could
afford health insurance.
One day last summer, my little sister Ashley and I were watching the news, and we saw a guy
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with scary body language call Mexicans “rapists” and “drug dealers.” Then he said he was
going to run for president and that he was going to build a big wall between the U.S. and
Mexico and make Mexico pay for it.
Who Is This Guy?
My sister was 9. Her face showed the confusion that I felt. Hearing somebody who was
running for president say such terrible things about Mexicans made me think of Hitler’s
speeches about Jews. I blew this thought away because that was another era. I thought we
humans had learned from the terrible racism of the Nazis and from slavery in the U.S. Now,
people stand up to injustice, and you can’t be openly racist and be president.
My mother said not to worry about this Donald Trump guy; he was just spewing hatred. But
after this event Ashley and I watched more news and debates so we could be informed.
Over time, Trump said more hateful things—about black and Hispanic people, Muslims,
immigrants, poor people—pretty much all people who aren’t white and rich like him.
I’m in foster care, but Ashley still lives with my mom. (My father recently passed away.) Ashley
was worried our mother would be thrown out of the country.
I told her that some undocumented immigrants who have been here for a long time are
protected by laws and that deportation was a long process. I believed the adults who told me
that Trump was just a joke and not to take him seriously. He wouldn’t become president.
As the months went by, and Trump kept winning Republican primaries, many of my family
members talked about their fears of having to go back to Mexico. I asked my mom, “What was
so horrible about Mexico?”
Why We Left
My mom said, “Mexico is full of gang violence, drug trafficking, human trafficking, and other
bad things that here in America you barely see.” I came to realize that many Mexicans come
here to escape crime and corruption and to keep their families safe.
Last summer, my mom bought my sister a ticket to Mexico to visit relatives. It was her reward for
getting straight A’s when she finished 4th grade. When my sister got back, she told me many
bad things about life in Mexico.
“I couldn’t even take a shower; I had to wash my body and hair, then turn on the water for 10
seconds, then turn it off and repeat the same thing until I got all the soap off! I couldn’t sleep
comfortably because there was no heat, just a bunch of blankets. The poor dogs and cats
outside must’ve been so cold; I felt bad.”
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She said, “I never want to live there,” and that she worried she’d have to if Trump became
president. I reassured her that no one can take away our citizenship because we were born
here. And besides, he would never win.
On November 8, I watched the election
returns on TV with my foster mom, while
my sister watched with our mother, but we
talked to each other on the phone. When
the final results came in, we both cried
and cursed the TV. I was 17 then; I turned
18 in January, so I just missed being able
to vote. Like me, many kids from my school
were frustrated that they had no say in this
important election.
The Birth of an Activist
The next day, I saw on Facebook that
there would be a protest march from Times Square to Trump Tower. I told my sister about it, and
she said she wanted to go. “I’m not going to be a bystander,” she said.
IMAGE BY YC-ART DEPT

“But what if it gets violent? I don’t want you to get hurt,” I said.
“We have to take that chance, just like Rosa Parks and others protested so that black people
and women could have the same rights as white men, and not be under them.”
I decided to take her with me because we need people like my sister, who believe in justice, to
be there.
I left school the next day around 10 a.m. and picked up my sister from her school. We bought
poster board and markers from the dollar store. She told me that a white kid in her school had
told her to go back to Mexico. My sister told him she wasn’t going anywhere and that she
would fight for what she believed was right.
I looked at my 9-year-old sister and saw a speaker and fighter for rights like Martin Luther
King, Jr. When we got to Times Square, there weren’t many people, but that didn’t stop Ashley.
She pulled out the big cardboard and made two signs: “I Am Proud to be a Mexican Woman,”
and “Don’t Let Our Ancestors’ Hard Work and Tears Be For Nothing.”
At first there were only about 30 people, but as we started marching to Trump Tower more
people began marching with us. When we got to Trump Tower, TV trucks were in front of the
entrance. Many police officers were there and my sister asked them why they were protecting
Trump.
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“It’s my job. I have a family to feed,” one of them told us. We understood that they didn’t
necessarily agree with Trump’s ideas. No one tried to get past the cops. It was a peaceful
protest.
After 3 p.m., it started raining. I didn’t want my sister to get sick, so we went to buy umbrellas
and came back. It was amazing to see how many different people protested, from women to
men to kids of every skin color. There were young kids like my sister, as well as teenagers,
teachers, students, parents, and college students. It was a moment in time that showed that we
are all united.
We had gotten to 42nd Street at noon, and we stayed for 14 hours, until 2 in the morning. I
had to carry my sister home and then go to my foster home.
I was happy about how many people showed up to the protest. It shows how much people
care.
It was an amazing experience. I felt that no matter what our backgrounds are, we are all the
same inside.
All the Same Inside
I’ve read that over time protesters will get tired and move on with their lives and just live with a
Trump presidency, but so far they’re wrong. The Women’s March on Washington, on January
21, also had “sister” marches around the country and the world including New York, Los
Angeles, Australia, Antarctica, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Denver, Italy, Mexico, New
Zealand, Philadelphia, Portland, San Francisco, Seattle, and South Africa. Since then, other
protests have attracted huge crowds like the one a few days later in Washington Square Park
protesting Trump’s anti-immigration executive order. Not only are citizens protesting Trump’s
positions on immigrant and women’s rights, but also those on race, LGBTQ rights, climate
change, and education, just to name a few.
I hope we can put our differences aside and come together and care for each other instead of
putting each other in separate categories. This terrible man becoming president makes me
realize how important it is to be informed and know your rights and history. I watch the news
every morning and follow news on Facebook. In addition to knowing what’s going on and
knowing and contacting our lawmakers (see box below), we all need to go out and vote. I’m
scared of what’s going to happen in the future, but I will continue to attend protests because I
feel if we all come together, we can make our voices heard.
How to Call Congress
Protesting is one effective way to make your voice heard. But calling your representatives in
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Congress is just as important. Go to 5calls.org to find out who represents you. It also provides
you with scripts based on the issues you want to speak about, so you know what to say.
(NYC-2017-03-22)
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